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President’s Message, Fall 2022

Cover: North American beaver.   
Photo by David Dawson.

The Effie Yeaw Nature Center is overseen by the Board of 
Directors of the American River Natural History Associa-
tion. The Board consists of 14 capable and dedicated mem-
bers.  They are assisted by 13 Associate Board members, 
who support activities of the Board and the Nature Center. 
All are listed on our website. 

In addition to attending board meetings, each board mem-
ber is actively engaged in a committee or task force.  Board 
committees and task forces include:  the Executive Com-

mittee, Finance Committee, Aviary Task Force, Nominations Committee, Fund Develop-
ment Committee, Media Task Force, and Publications Task Force.  Committees and task 
forces are guided by goals outlined in our 2021-2026 Strategic Plan.   

We are particularly excited about the revitalization of our Finance Committee!  This com-
mittee oversees the organization’s financial management and administrative protocols in-
line with best practice standards to ensure the fiscal integrity and organizational stability 
of the Natural History Association and the Nature Center.  

Our Publications Task Force has been very active as well, arranging for reprints of some of 
our best-selling titles.  We have ten books currently in print; all are listed on our website.

The Fund Development Committee’s goal is to increase fundraising by five percent this 
year.  This committee works with staff and is focused on key events such as the Annual 
Gala, as well as corporate, foundation, and individual giving. Let us know if you are aware 
of a person or organization that might wish to provide support.

The Aviary Task Force is hard at work developing plans for a new animal enclosure to be 
located behind the main Nature Center building.  Our goal is to make significant progress 
towards bringing this project to "shovel ready" status.  Stay tuned for updates. 

Another key initiative of the Board is the update of the Association’s Corporate By-Laws, 
which were written over 40 years ago.  This effort includes updating the By-Laws to be 
consistent with current California law, as well as changes to reflect how the organization 
currently works.  We hope to bring the updated By-Laws to the Annual Membership Meet-
ing & Celebration in late September.  

The Membership Meeting will be a time to celebrate the efforts of volunteers and update 
members on staff and Board efforts to improve the Nature Center.  Please check our web-
site and emails for details about this event.  All members are invited!

Of course, there is more. These are just some highlights of the work that the Board is doing 
to support and oversee the Nature Center.  Our meetings are open to the public.  We meet 
eight times a year on the third Wednesday of the month.  In the past, the Board has met 
in person at the Nature Center.  However, the continued threat of Covid has required our 
meetings to remain on Zoom.  If you are interested, please contact the Nature Center and 
they will provide you with the information needed to join a board meeting. 

We look forward to seeing everyone at the Annual Membership Meeting & Celebration!

-Laurie Weir

Laurie Weir

http://www.SacNatureCenter.net
mailto:info@SacNatureCenter.net
https://www.sacnaturecenter.net/arnha/board-of-directors/
https://www.sacnaturecenter.net/arnha/shop-books/
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Beavers Along the American River Parkway
By Eric Ross

Out on the lower American River in early morning or 
late evening, you may be fortunate enough to glimpse 
beavers on or along the river. The experience can be 
thrilling when you suddenly realize that here, in a highly 
developed urban area, there are wild creatures of sub-
stantial size not confined to zoos. 

Most people are unlikely to have such encounters be-
cause beavers are largely nocturnal. During the day, you 
may find beaver evidence along the Parkway in the form 
of gnawed or downed trees near water sources or small 
footprints on wet ground nearby. 

Surprisingly, state and federal officials don’t have accu-
rate counts on beaver populations locally or statewide. 

However, there is ample data from naturalists and ob-
servant citizens suggesting a thriving beaver population 
up and down the lower American River. 

The North American beaver (Castor canadensis) is the 
largest rodent on this continent with a range stretching 
from northern Canada to the northern Mexican deserts, 
including most of California (Figure 1). Beavers excel at 
changing the flow of water through the environment, 
helping to maintain healthy landscapes with sufficient 
water levels and promote biologically diverse habitats 
for other animals and plants.

Beavers are widespread along rivers, shallow lakes, and 
in forest swamps throughout their range. Covered with 

Figure 1. Beaver feeding in a local marsh.  Photo by David Dawson
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thick, rich-brown fur, they average about 3 to 4 feet in 
length and typically weigh between 40 and 80 pounds. 
In contrast, their footlong and 6-inch-wide tails are scaly, 
hairless, and paddle-shaped.  

On land, beavers are often at risk. They are slow, clum-
sy, highly vulnerable, and, if attacked, not able to fight 
back. A large array of terrestrial predators (bear, bobcat, 
coyote, mountain lion, river otter, and wolf ) treat them 
as prey. 

In water, it’s a different story. There they can be safe from 
their enemies. Agile and quick, their streamlined bodies 
are very efficient for swimming underwater. Oversized 
lungs and a body system evolved for conservation of 
oxygen allow beavers to remain below the surface up 
to 15 minutes. In that time frame, they can swim up to 
half a mile or hide motionless on the water bottom with-
out needing to breathe. Their prowess in water is further 
assisted by large, fully-webbed hind feet, transparent 
eyelids, and musculature that shuts their nostrils and ear 
openings when they swim.  

Logically, given their advantages in water, beavers cre-
ate aquatic homes they can access through underwater 
entrances and which serve as safe places to eat, sleep, 
and raise their offspring. Such dwellings may be found 
in dugout burrows along river banks or in wood “lodg-
es” plastered with mud, which project above the water 
line (Figure 2).  In the Sacramento area, most beavers are 
bank dwellers and do not build dams.

Figure 2. A beaver lodge near the American River.  
Photo by Eric Ross.

Figure 3.  A 
freshly gnawed 
tree.  Photo by 
Eric Ross.

Beavers are strict herbivores. The phrase “busy as a bea-
ver” surely relates to the species’ persistent need to gnaw 
wood with their front teeth. They have four long, curved 
incisors – two set in the broad, powerful lower jaw and 
two set in the upper jaw -- all orange in color. They must 
keep their incisors short or else they will outgrow their 
skulls. 

Beavers thrive by cutting down deciduous trees (willow, 
aspen, cottonwood) and eating the inner bark for nour-
ishment. Research has shown beavers can chew through 
a six-inch trunk in five minutes (Figure 3). They will also 
consume other plants including grasses, leaves, and 
roots. They use their dexterous, smaller-clawed front 
paws to eat (Figure 4).

Figure 4.  Beaver chewing a branch along 
the American River.  
Photo by David Dawson.

Beavers live in colonies of a pair mated for life, their first-
year offspring (kits), along with yearlings and juveniles. 
At birth, footlong, one-pound kits are fully furred with 
open eyes and teeth ready to use. In these close-knit 
families, yearlings and juveniles assist in the feeding, 
grooming, and guarding of kits. Juveniles, reaching age 
2 or 3, leave and establish their own colonies. Beavers 
live up to a dozen years in the wild; the mating pair has 
only one litter of kits a year.

Historically, scientists indicate between 60 and 400 mil-
lion beavers lived on the North American continent pri-
or to European colonization. After colonization, beavers 
quickly began being killed on the East Coast and then 
across to the West Coast for their pelts. By the late 1700’s, 
extensive beaver hunting and trading for pelts with 
tribes along the Pacific coast by Russians, Americans, 
and Europeans in sailing ships further decimated the 
species. The pelts were popular throughout the world 
for making warm clothing and stylish hats. 
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During the nineteenth century, attempts to protect bea-
vers were ignored in California. With a continuing de-
mand for beaver pelts, one commentator has referred to 
this period as the “California Fur Rush”. By the twentieth 
century’s start, there were an estimated 1,000 beavers 
left in California. 

In 1911, the state passed law to protect the few beavers 
left from extinction. When their numbers rose, new laws 
gave landowners the right to kill beavers that damaged 
their property. Beaver populations diminished drastical-
ly to the low thousands and killing was again banned. 
Yet, by the early 1940s, the right to kill beavers by permit 
was restored to landowners and remains today.  

Throughout the twentieth century, California’s increas-
ing population and its needs powered the rise of com-
mercial agriculture and urbanization, converting wet-
lands into subdivisions and more extensive farms. The 
development of a highly engineered network of dams, 
reservoirs, aqueducts, water treatment plants, and pipes 
to deliver water to businesses and families was viewed 
as welcome progress. The Central Valley became a place 
where the beaver’s contributions to the environment 
were often overlooked and forgotten. 

While legally supporting landowner’s rights to kill or 
live-trap nuisance beavers in farm areas to prevent crop 
damage, the California Department of Fish and Game, 
later Fish and Wildlife (DFG/DFW) and other advocates 
continued to see the benefit of beaver’s water engineer-
ing to maintain wetlands, save water, improve soil, con-
serve wildlife, and retard wildfires (Figure 5). 

Currently, California beavers find themselves in a world 
of somewhat contradictory policies even within state 
government. DFW fish and water people talk up bea-

Figure 5.  Beavers’ 
water engineering skills 
provide benefits for 
California wetlands.  
Photo by David 
Dawson.

vers’ benefits while agribusiness, landowners, and mu-
nicipalities concerned about beaver-caused flooding 
and disruption, often opt for lethal control with support 
from DFW laws and regulations. 

In urban areas, beavers sometimes succeed in local streams 
because of citizen advocacy (ex. Marin County, Martinez 
and Fairfield). Mostly, though, the highly built-out or indus-
trially farmed landscape makes beaver hydro-engineering 
impossible in and around the Sacramento Valley with sup-
port from state law and local zoning. 

Today, increasing numbers of state, federal, and tribal 
scientists throughout the state with their colleagues 
in business and environmental organizations consider 
beavers as useful tools to help prevent global warming, 
protect healthy water quality, promote surface water 
storage, and enhance ground water recharge, especially 
during drought conditions. 

In the last few years, pilot projects begun with support 
from DFW, the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service, Sierra ranch-
ers, Northern Maidu leaders and others are showing 
how beavers, with human cooperation, can revitalize 
water abundance, fish and wildlife habitat, carbon se-
questration, and fire resiliency. Clearly, beavers can have 
positive impacts on ecosystems throughout our state if 
provided legal, financial, and political support--not bad 
for this critically important species, which was on the 
verge of extinction in California not that long ago!

--------
Eric Ross is a Docent at Effie Yeaw and a Certified California 
Naturalist.  Special thanks to David Dawson who provided 
several of the spectacular photos including the one on the 
cover. He has been photographing wildlife along the Amer-
ican River Parkway, usually from his kayak, since 2014.
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Once June rolls around and school is out, hundreds of 
children look forward to attending summer camp at 
the Under the Oaks Nature Camps at Effie Yeaw Nature 
Center (EYNC). According to Lead Naturalist Brena Seck, 
when Effie Yeaw first began the camps more than 20 
years ago, they were known as “Fun Days”. The organiza-
tion eventually decided to change the program’s name 
to “Nature Camps” to emphasize that the camps were 
more than just fun, they were educational too. They take 
advantage of EYNC’s 100 acres of nature preserve and 
riverside setting, its exhibit hall and museum, and resi-
dent Animal Ambassadors. The programs teach children 
important team-building skills while simultaneously in-
forming them all about the natural world in a fun and 
engaging fashion. Over the years Brena, who also works 
as a Nature Camp leader, has played a vital role in fos-
tering an atmosphere of active learning by introducing 
new activities such as new arts and crafts projects, na-
ture-focused games, and even gold panning!

The nature camps are hosted four times a year, once in 
each season; summer, spring, fall, and winter. Howev-
er, during COVID, numbers dropped as the camps were 
moved to a virtual/hybrid setting. Last year, the chil-
dren were able to attend the camp in-person but only 
for a period of two hours. This year marks the first year 
that EYNC offered full-length camp days. Kids between 
the ages of 5 and 15 were able to select from a range 
of camp themes specially designed for their age group. 
Pre-camp, morning, afternoon, and full-day camp days 
were offered to accommodate different family needs. 

One of the popular summer camp themes offered to the 
8-through-11-year-olds is Outdoor Adventures, which 
takes place from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. most days over the 
span of two weeks. For kids taking part in this camp, 
each day offers a new and educational yet fascinating 
experience. I attended two days of this camp during its 
second week and got to share the children’s excitement 
and enthusiasm.

On my first day, the camp’s theme was arts and crafts.  
But there was a lot more than that going on. First, there 
was a visit from one of the EYNC’s amazing Animal Am-
bassadors, a toad named Kaiya. The group then took a 
hike to the river where they were given the opportunity 
to draw a picture or write a story or poem inspired by 
the nature that they saw around them. Afterwards, they 

Summer Nature Camps at Effie Yeaw
By Catie Equi

Nature Camp Leader, Brena Seck, instructs campers on how 
to create different tie-dye patterns.

Two children in the Outdoor Adventures Nature Camp take 
a close look at one of EYNC's animal ambassadors, 
Kaiya the toad.
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walked back to the Nature Center where they tie-dyed 
their very own bandanas and finished the day by mak-
ing abalone shell necklaces. Before they left each after-
noon, the kids were given a trivia question to research 
at home and could receive a prize the next morning at 
camp if they found the correct answer.

On my second day, the kids took part in a river clean-
up that ended in a competition for oldest, grossest, and 
most unusual piece of trash collected; the winner in each 
category received a prize. After making their way back to 
the Nature Center, the children learned all about the dif-
ferent pollutants that affect the city, such as pesticides, 
fertilizer, animal waste, and plastic bags. Using a model 
of a city, they were then able to see how these pollutants 
accumulate over time and how they affect the environ-
ment. Afterwards, they discussed several ways to com-
bat pollution and learned how they could help keep our 
city and its environment clean and healthy. 

EYNC’s camp programs offer a fantastic opportunity for 
kids to immerse themselves in nature in a way that is 
not only science-based but fun as well. Throughout the 
camp, kids learn important team-building skills while 
also becoming stewards of the environment, making 
friends and memories along the way. 

More information and opportunities to sign up for fu-
ture camps can be found on the EYNC website at SacNa-
tureCenter.net under the tab labeled “Education”. 

--------

Catie Equi is a junior in high school at Rio Americano who 
has a passion for nature and conservation and has grown 
up around the Effie Yeaw Nature Center. She now serves as 
a teen volunteer at the EYNC helping to produce The Acorn. 
All photos were taken by the author.

Children were able to get creative and use a variety of vibrant 
colors to tie-dye their very own bandanas.

Three kids walk side by side trash bags, gloves, and a trash 
grabber in hand to embark on their river cleanup activity.

A camper fills their trash bag with a mysterious piece of 
garbage from the river. This particular piece of trash won the 
contest for "most unusual item collected".

http://SacNatureCenter.net
http://SacNatureCenter.net
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Effie Yeaw Nature Center (EYNC) is surrounded by a na-
ture preserve consisting of 100 acres of oak woodland, 
also known as our Nature Study Area (NSA). 

Oak woodlands include the most diverse habitats 
among the natural plant communities in California and 
host more animal and plant species than any other.  Esti-
mates from the University of California suggest that over 
300 terrestrial vertebrate, 5000 insect, and 2000 plant 
species inhabit California’s oak woodlands. Hundreds of 
aquatic species are dependent on oak woodland ecosys-
tems as well. 

Why such diversity?  One could start with the acorn, the 
oak’s highly nutritious fruit, which is a key food item 
for an incredible variety of animals ranging from acorn 
woodpeckers, scrub jays, squirrels, deer, turkeys, rabbits, 
foxes, raccoons, and opossums to weevil grubs. Well 
beyond acorn season, oak leaves, branches, and trunks 
provide sustenance to caterpillars, beetle larvae, deer, 
rabbits, sapsuckers, various fungi, and even mistletoe. 
Over a hundred species of cynipid wasps create galls on 
oak twigs, leaves, flowers, and stems to support devel-
opment of their immature stages. Roots support other 
organisms such as beetle larvae, nematodes, and fun-
gi including species that sprout fruiting bodies (mush-
rooms or conks) near the base of the tree after rain. Each 
of these species is host or prey to numerous other or-
ganisms higher up the food chain.  If you were to draw 
a food web emanating from a single oak tree, it would 
be extremely complex and surely take up several pages.

Food is not the only resource the oak tree provides.  The 
oak tree, dead or alive, shelters a wide range of animals 
and plants.  Holes, hollowed-out cavities, nooks and 
crannies in living trees or snags, and in and under fallen 
logs provide sites for nesting, foraging, roosting, sun-
ning, hunting, and hiding.  Trees provide structure for 
vines such as grapes or poison oak to climb high into 
the canopy as well as a surface for growth of lichens (al-
gal-fungal symbionts) and moss. Oaks produce more 
leaf litter than most trees, increasing organic matter and 
nutritional resources to create fertility islands for near-
by plants. Mycorrhizae and other soil fungi associated 
with oaks form a massive underground web facilitating 
nutrient exchange and support for plants and other soil 
organisms throughout the area. 

Why We Protect Our Oak Woodland
By Mary Louise Flint

The oak woodland at Effie Yeaw’s Nature Study Area. 
Photo by M.L. Flint.

The acorn woodpecker is just one of many animal species 
common to oak woodlands. Photo by Katherine Roberts.

This “Angel of Death” (Amanita ocreata) mushroom is the 
fruiting body of one of the many fungi that grow in associa-
tion with oaks, breaking down dead plant material, forming 
underground mycorrhizal networks, and distributing nutri-
ents throughout the oak ecosystem.  Beware: This mushroom 
is highly poisonous! Photo by M.L. Flint.
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But an oak woodland is far more than its oak trees.  What 
differentiates an oak woodland from other types of Cal-
ifornia habitats such as redwood or conifer forests is the 
great diversity of plants that the ecosystem supports.  
Although oaks are the keystone species, in some cas-
es only 10 to 20% of the land in an oak woodland may 
be covered by oak trees. Oak woodlands are patchy.  
They often have significant areas of grasses, wildflow-
ers, shrubs, or other trees within their borders, which 
greatly increases the variety of supported organisms. 
Oak woodlands, such as the one at EYNC, often include 
riparian areas where streams or rivers create habitat for 
aquatic organisms. The woodland serves as a watershed 
essential to the maintenance of the riparian habitat by 
holding water and soil, reducing runoff, and providing 
a source of food and shelter for the riparian ecosystem. 

Our oak woodlands are declining. Oak woodlands were 
once the dominant landscape in California’s central val-
leys, but much of it has been replaced with agriculture 
or urban development. The oak woodlands along the 
American River Parkway such as our NSA are some of 
the few surviving protected areas of original oak habitat 
in Sacramento County. At Effie Yeaw, many of the large 
and majestic valley oaks have died or are in poor health. 
The smaller interior live oak trees are becoming more 
dominant, but even these are suffering.  Many years of 
drought and warmer temperatures have taken their toll.  
And as the oaks decline, all the other species in the eco-
system also suffer. 

Over the last 30 years there have been several efforts to 
plant or nurture new oak trees at EYNC.  EYNC volunteer 
Jack Hiehle began putting cages around young oaks to 
protect them from herbivores such as deer and rabbits 
in the late 1980s.  In 2004, 60 oaks were planted adjacent 

to the parking lot and San Lorenzo Road as a mitigation 
for the new classroom building at EYNC.  In 2015, 35 
blue oaks and 30 valley oaks were planted in the areas 
just below the administrative building.  In 2018, a team 
from the Rotary Club planted 20 valley oaks near the 
junction of the Main and Meadow trails. Each of these 
projects involved huge effort by volunteers, not only 
with planting but also watering the oaks, often by hand 
with milk jugs for several years.  Unfortunately, limited 
time and resources have prevented consistent surveys 
to determine how many of these trees survived.

The EYNC Habitat Restoration Team, led by volunteer 
Krystin Dozier, has just begun a project to survey oak 
trees and recommend steps to rehabilitate our oak 
woodland.  The focus will likely be on interior live oaks 
and blue oaks because valley oaks are being so hard 
hit by our persistent drought.  The Team is consider-
ing a strategy of caging and protecting natural acorn 
sprouts rather than planting seedling trees brought in 
from somewhere else.  Water is critical to the survival of 
young trees, and watering with milk jugs is not a via-
ble strategy. Fortunately, pipes flowing with grey water 
for fire protection were installed in the NSA many years 
ago, and it may be possible to tap into them to irrigate 
the trees. 

If a restoration effort gets underway, it will require a lot 
of work from volunteers. Keep a lookout for volunteer 
opportunities with the Habitat Restoration Team.

---
Mary Louise Flint, Ph.D., is a docent at EYNC and Extension 
Entomologist Emerita at UC Davis. Read more about oak 
woodlands in the book Secrets of the Oak Woodlands by 
Kate Marionchild.

Table 1. Some key species in the Valley Oak Woodland*

*These are only a very few of the most common species found in Sacramento area oak woodlands.
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Pollinator Gardens
By Melanie Loo

With its absence of pesticides, variety of native plants, 
and proximity to water, the Effie Yeaw Nature Center 
(EYNC) is a haven for pollinators. Pollinators are small an-
imals-- including bees, wasps, flies, beetles, butterflies, 
moths, hummingbirds, and bats—that transfer pollen 
from the anthers (male part of the flower) to the stigma 
(female part) of the same flower or to another flower of 
the same species, stimulating fertilization and reproduc-
tion. The relationship is mutually beneficial as the polli-
nators are rewarded with nourishing nectar and/or pol-
len as they move from flower to flower. 

Pollinators are fascinating attractions in the landscape 
and valuable links in food chains. As you walk the Na-
ture Study Area trails, you will see pollinator activity on 
resident plants such as pipevine swallowtail butterflies 
flitting through patches of vetch and yerba santa; Eu-
ropean honey bees buzzing around thistles, blackber-
ries, and other flowers; and soil-nesting bees hovering 
around low-growing flowers at the edge of the path 
(Figures 1 and 2). 

However, pollinators are increasingly threatened by cli-
mate change, pesticide use, and loss of habitat to agri-
culture, urbanization, and invasive organisms. At Effie 
Yeaw, a Habitat Restoration Team (HRT) has undertaken 
several projects over the last three years to bolster polli-
nator populations. These projects have involved planting 
and establishing irrigation systems for hundreds of native 
plants to provide additional food and habitat for pollina-
tors and all the organisms with which they interact.

It was the recent decline of the monarch butterfly popu-
lation that spurred EYNC volunteer Krystin Dozier to pro-
pose a monarch habitat restoration project in 2019 as 
an offshoot of her California Naturalist capstone project. 
(See the Fall 2020 issue of The Acorn for more details.) De-
spite healthy stands of showy milkweed near the EYNC 
buildings, few or no monarch butterflies were visiting. 

Krystin found a natural stand of showy milkweed off 
the Main Trail and hoped to stimulate monarch activi-
ty by introducing more pollinator-supportive plants at 
that site. While monarch caterpillars feed specifically on 
milkweed leaves, the adult butterflies drink the nectar of 
several plants and the whole ecosystem is bolstered by 
diverse interactions among plants and animals. Seeds 
planted in 2019 did not survive the drought. But pre-
grown seedlings planted in 2020 and provided with drip 

Figure 1.  Pipevine swallowtail butterfly on vetch.

Figure 2.  European honeybee and tumbling flower beetle on 
showy milkweed.

irrigation have survived well and were joined in 2021 
by additional plantings at the intersection of the Main, 
Meadow, and Pond Trails and at the site previously oc-
cupied by the playscape.

Plants supporting pollinators have co-evolved with the 
pollinators and rely on their transfer of pollen for fertil-
ization and seed production. Thus, it is no wonder that 
they have flowers with colors, shapes, and fragrances 
that attract pollinators. In return for help with repro-
duction, the plant hosts provide energy-rich nectar and 
protein-rich pollen grains, and, in some cases, foliage 
consumed by larvae, and shelter.  The plant embryos 
resulting from fertilization are surrounded by protec-
tive and nutritive layers (fruit) that can be used as food 
and shelter by the rest of the ecosystem. An estimated 
75-80% of our crop species rely on pollinators for their 
reproduction. Moreover, pollinators in all their develop-
mental stages provide food for larger animals through-
out the food web.

https://www.sacnaturecenter.net/wp-content/uploads/2020AcornFall_final2.pdf
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The process of adding pollinator host plants required 
months of work by HRT members and other volunteers; 
planting was scheduled to peak in fall. Fall is an ideal 
time to plant seedlings, since it is not too hot, but still 
warm enough for plants to establish root systems before 
the winter cold. One of the first tasks was surveying sites 
to find ones with appropriate soil drainage, exposure to 
sun, and proximity to a water source. Suitable areas were 
then mapped, noting sunny and shady areas within the 
plot that would be favored by various plants.

Another early and critical step was plant selection. As 
part of the American River Parkway, the Nature Center’s 
grounds are subject to regulated planting. Only native 
plants historically found in the area can be planted be-
cause they have demonstrated compatibility with phys-
ical conditions and wildlife in the area. Among those, a 
mix of plants was chosen that were known to provide 
food and shelter to the pollinators commonly found in 
the area throughout the year. Ideally, the plants would 
provide blooms at different times of the year from Feb-
ruary through November. 

The huge task of plant selection and sourcing was un-
dertaken by HRT members familiar with native plants 
and in consultation with information from organizations 
such as the California Native Plant Society, the Xerces 
Society, and the UC Davis Arboretum. About 20 differ-
ent species of California native plants were selected 
and procured from local nurseries. Multiple seedlings of 
most plants were obtained so that clusters of one type 
of flower would be available to pollinators. That way 
pollinators would not have to expend too much energy 
locating food. Examples of plants used in the new polli-
nator gardens are shown in Table 1.

Figure 3. Irrigation ring installed around seedlings.

In early fall, planting sites were cleared of weeds, mulch 
was procured, a location for each plant was marked with 
a labeled flag, and irrigation was installed. To irrigate 
efficiently, hundreds of feet of ¾ inch feeder line was 
routed throughout each site and ¼ inch lines were run 
from that to each plant’s location. The ¼ inch lines were 
connected to irrigation rings with imbedded emitters, to 
provide measured amounts of water to the root balls of 
each seedling with minimal loss to evaporation (Figure 
3). The whole system was connected to an automatic 
timer.

On planting days, HRT members led volunteers from the 
Carmichael Rotary Club and the community to plant and 
mulch. About 48 plants and seeded areas were installed 
off-trail in 2020. In 2021 volunteers installed about 144 
plants in view of the Main, Meadow, and Pond Trails and 
about 90 plants in the area vacated by the old playscape 
in the EYNC village. Seedlings at the first two sites were 
protected in wire cages from animal traffic and brows-
ing, while those near the village were left uncaged. Be-
cause the plantings near the village are considered a 
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demonstration garden, they have been supplemented 
with trellises for vines and bee boxes for native bees that 
usually nest in hollow twigs (Figure 4). Unmulched areas 
are also available for native bees that burrow in soil and 
various methods of providing puddles of mineral-laden 
water for butterflies to drink will be installed.

Monitoring and adjustment of all sites for successful 
blooming, adequate irrigation, and weed removal will 
continue.  We are pleased to report that as of spring 2022, 
many of the added pollinator host plants contributed 
blooms that were appreciated by pollinators (Figures 5 
and 6).

Figure 6.  Beetles and a lygus bug visiting yarrow bloom.

Figure 5. Sweat bee on gum plant bloom.

Figure 4. A bee house for native bees who normally nest in 
hollow twigs.

--------

Melanie Loo, Ph.D., is a retired Professor of Biological 
Sciences at CSU Sacramento.  She volunteers at the EYNC 
as a docent, trail steward, and member of the Habitat 
Restoration Team. All photos were taken by the author.
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Volunteer Profile: Dan Meier
By Krystin Dozier

Dan Meier has been an active member of the Effie Yeaw 
Nature Center (EYNC) Habitat Restoration Team (HRT) 
for over three years and has become an invaluable re-
source on native plants.  His expertise has been the 
foundation for selecting the species the team has plant-
ed in the Nature Study Area (NSA). For the monarch pol-
linator patch plantings, Dan first had to identify nectar 
plants that attracted monarchs; then determine when 
each plant bloomed so that the HRT could be sure that 
nectar would be available for the monarchs during their 
full spring to fall breeding season; and finally, confirm 
which of those plants were allowed within the restricted 
American River Parkway approved plant list. 

Dan also intimately knows the native plant nurseries in 
the area and was able to identify sources for the need-
ed plants and make arrangements to ensure that plants 
would be available for our planned November plant-
ing and picked-up and delivered to the NSA in a timely 
manner. He also determined where to best plant each 
species within the chosen sites to provide a natural land-
scape. Dan has led these efforts for the HRT planting for 
the past three years. He became nicknamed “Dan, the 
native plant man” by our team, not only for his extensive 
knowledge, but also for his dedication to making sure 
that the team’s planning, implementation, and monitor-
ing efforts would achieve desired goals.

When expansion of the village pollinator garden was 
envisioned in the summer of 2021, it was Dan who was 
called upon to help with the planning and plant selec-
tion. He joined the project team and again planned, 
selected, sourced, and oversaw the planting of the new 
garden space in the village. This spring and summer, 
these plants are growing strong, showing their first 
blooms, and helping to fulfill our mission of education 
with name placards placed near each plant. 

Dan is a member of the California Native Plant Society 
(CNPS) and a volunteer at Elderberry Farms native plant 
nursery where he has learned from founder and men-
tor Chris Lewis. He serves on the American River Park-
way Advisory Council (ARPAC) and participated in the 
Lower American River Conservancy (LARC) Taskforce. 
Through these experiences he has become familiar with 
many other restoration projects within the Parkway and 
applied the successes and failures of those projects to 
inform our planning. 

Dan Meier

Dan has lived in the Sacramento area for over 40 years 
and has always been drawn to the American River as 
a place to recreate and experience nature. His educa-
tional background is in biology and he worked profes-
sionally as an environmental compliance specialist and 
nature resources project manager. He states that he has 
learned the most about flora and fauna by frequenting 
the American River Parkway mostly through kayaking, 
hiking, and taking pictures. He became a native plant 
enthusiast with a particular interest in species found 
within the American River Parkway. He enjoys native 
plant gardening with a focus on attracting pollinators, 
such as native bees and butterflies. 

He enjoys visiting EYNC’s network of trails, which pro-
vides a reliable place to see wildlife. He believes EYNC’s 
unique educational experience for visitors and school 
children and its native plant gardens are among the 
best in the region. He states “the plant identification 
signs in the native gardens provide visitors with a nice 
overview of perennial plants in the Parkway. The Park-
way is extremely important and unique for our region 
because it provides a contiguous stretch of natural hab-
itat that supports diverse and complex riparian wood-
land, grassland, and aquatic ecosystems.”
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The HRT has attracted volunteers with a wide array of 
interests, and many have specific knowledge and ex-
perience involving irrigation, native plants, mapping, 
and nature education that are useful in implementing 
habitat restoration projects. The team members all learn 
from each other and enjoy the comradery of fellow na-
ture enthusiasts. Dan brings his knowledge of native 
plants and nurseries to select, source, and obtain all the 
plants used for these projects. The HRT is thankful for 
Dan’s experience, expertise, and contributions, which 
have been critical to its successful restoration efforts.
Dan’s vision for the future is the integration of the Hab-
itat Restoration Team efforts and projects with EYNC’s 
resource management plan to allow for structured, in-
cremental restoration projects and long-term natural-
ization of native plants throughout the Nature Study 
Area.  

--------
Krystin Dozier is a California Naturalist volunteer and 
docent at EYNC and chair of the Habitat Restoration Com-
mittee. 

Dan (with facemask), Amanda Farmsworth and Chris Jakle 
check growth of new plantings at EYNC in May 2022.

Come to NatureFest on 

Sunday, October 9.  
This family friendly event includes live animal 

presentations, kids activities, 
guided nature hikes and more.   

sacnaturecenter.net/events/naturefest/

Seen on the Trail at Effie Yeaw.

Katherine Roberts spotted this ash-throated 
flycatcher snacking on elderberries.

http://sacnaturecenter.net/events/naturefest/
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New Flight Cage – Collaboration Gets it Done
By Joey Johnson

The raptors that live at the Effie Yeaw Nature Center 
(EYNC) are some of the most important members of our 
education team, serving as ambassadors both at the Na-
ture Center and out in the community. Keeping them 
healthy, both physically and mentally, is of utmost im-
portance. All of our birds are considered “flightless” for 
various reasons, but that does not mean they don’t like 
to stretch their wings a bit. And, like most living things, 
they need a little sunshine to brighten their lives. Until 
recently, getting out in the open air to stretch and see 
the world has meant coming out on the arm of a trained 
naturalist or volunteer. 

Some time ago, Kent Anderson, EYNC Executive Direc-
tor, began imagining a temporary structure that would 
allow our birds to get outside and move about without 
being tethered to an arm. He envisioned what is called 
a flight cage that can offer room for short flights and 
access to sunlight and fresh air, yet keep the birds safe. 
Although a larger, permanent aviary at EYNC is being 
planned, it may be some time before such a structure 
can be completed, so a temporary flight cage would 
greatly improve conditions for our raptors in the short 
term. 

In August of 2021, Pam Goldman, the teacher of the 
Principles of Engineering class at Folsom High School, 
contacted Kent looking for some capstone projects that 
her students could do for her class. This seemed like a 
perfect path for EYNC to obtain a flight cage; educate 
high school students about the needs of injured, non-re-
leasable wildlife such as our ambassador animals; and in-
crease our community outreach and collaboration. Kent 
visited the class and presented some ideas for projects, 
one of which was the flight cage. In his presentation, he 
explained the purpose of the structure and how it would 
enhance the lives of the birds. The students then picked 
projects they wanted to pursue, developed plans, and 
presented their projects in a more formal manner. 

On May 3, 2022, a large bus pulled up to EYNC with the 
entire engineering class, Ms. Goldman, and other adult 
support. Not far behind, a truck pulling a trailer filled 
with materials came down the access road to the work 
site. Materials and tools were unloaded, and the con-
struction began. This group of young people were there 
to work. They had already developed specific plans and 
specifications for the construction, so they knew what to 
do. They completed the basic cage structure in one day. 

The Folsom High School Principles of Engineering class 
arrives in a bus.

Students begin work on the flight cage structure.

The cage frame and screens take shape.
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I had an opportunity to speak with Ms. Goldman briefly 
that day. She shared that finding projects like this one, 
which give students a chance to take their learning into 
real world situations, is challenging. She said projects 
that benefit animals are ideal because the needs are 
clearer, which makes the projects easier to complete. 

In addition to the flight cage, the class built a portable 
enclosure for turtles so they can be outside.  Students 
also produced a similar enclosure for snakes, an infor-
mational/interactive education display, outdoor game 
boards (tree cookies) and a game guide to go with the 
Playscape, and mobile bird perches and a stand for the 
enclosures. I also observed a crew tidying up the amphi-
theater. 

Once the main components of the structure were com-
plete, more hardware cloth was added to the floor to 
prevent other animals from getting in. Perches, branch-
es, and other natural elements have been added to 
mimic a natural environment. 

On June 29, a group from the Nielsen Global Impact Day 
came to do additional work on the cage under the lead-
ership of Rene Covey, one of EYNC’s Animal Care Spe-
cialists. They added some hardware cloth and screen 
cloth to the flight cage. The hardware cloth was added 
to the entryway and the screen cloth was installed on 
the sides. The function of the screening is to reduce how 
much the birds can see the outside environment around 
them, which will help keep them calm.

This flight cage is a temporary structure that can be dis-
mantled at any time and moved as needed. Birds will be 
brought out to enjoy the space by trained naturalists or 
volunteers who will remain in the area to ensure that 
the birds are safe. The structure was completed and in 
use by our ambassador birds in August 2022. It would 
not have become a reality without the hard work of our 
community partners. 

--------
Joey Johnson is Past President of ARNHA, a photographer, 
and a nature lover.  All photos except the last one were tak-
en by the author.

Volunteers from the Nielsen Global Impact Day add more 
hardware cloth to the structure.

EYNC Executive Director Kent Anderson previews the 
flight cage.

Orion, EYNC’s Swainson’s hawk, perches in the flight cage.  
Photo by Sam Cohen-Suelter.
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Donors & New Members-April through June 2022
• Jaime Aaron
• Diane Abbey & James McGrew
• Peter & Susie Abbott
• Vanessa Aguilar Brodsky
• Jan & Bob Ahders
• Serena Alamares
• James Alford
• Jean Alford
• Brittney Alling
• Almond Orchard Dental Care 
• Carlos Aloy
• Amazon Smile
• Aaron Anderson
• Barbara & Dennis Angelini
• Joy & Steven Apple
• Kristine Aubert
• Claire Audette-Bauman
• Nikki Avdis
• Victor Bachand
• Ron & Iris Bachman Fund of the 

Sacramento Region Community 
Foundation

• Enid Baggett
• Bill Baker
• Charleen & Bradley Baker
• Sara Baldwin
• Fredrica Balesteri in Memory of 

Mark McDonell
• Bud & Karen Banker
• Banner Bank
• Diana Baratta
• Monica Barboza & Brandon Dinon
• Amy Barden
• Chasity Barlow
• Susan Baros
• Peter Batkin & LeAnn Fong-Batkin
• Wendy Baty
• Anna Bauer
• Kim Bauner
• Fran Baxter-Guigli & Jim Guigli
• Barbara Beeman
• Judith Bell
• Susan Benedetti
• Anthony & Karen Bennett
• Caitlin Beno
• Jennifer Benson
• Bob & Janene Beronio in Memory 

of Harry Hurd
• Mark & Lauren Berry
• Anne Bersinger
• Eric Bianchi
• Bill Bianco
• Elaine Bickford
• F. Thomas Biglione
• Clifton Billings
• Aubrey & Theresa Blue
• Sharon Bogart
• Jean & Robert Bonar
• Betty Bowles
• Arleen Bowman

• Brenda Bradford
• Kiefie & Art Breuer
• Annakate Bright & Frank Neumann
• Susan & Brad Bristow
• Michael & Pam Britton
• Nicole Brodeur
• Nancy Brodovsky
• Heather Brown
• Kelly Brown
• Meaghan Brown
• David Brown in Memory of  

Karol Trachtenberg
• Neil Brown In Memory of  

Neil C. Newman Brown
• Norman Brule
• Peggy Buckner
• Lisa Burke
• Brookes Byrd
• Rebecca Cameron
• Edric & Ethelwynne Cane
• Judy Capaul
• Sheryl Carlson
• Jessica Carlton
• Carmichael Chamber  

of Commerce
• Justin Carmichael in Memory of  

Mark McDonell
• Jennifer Carpenter
• William Carroll III
• Leslie Carroll-Tipton
• Nancie Carter
• Renee Cashmere
• Loretta Caskey
• Stephanie Castillo
• Irene Castorena
• Debra Cauble
• MacKenzie Cecchi
• Luis Cespedes
• Lee & Susan Chambers in  

Memory of Carol Doersch
• Joanna Choi
• Ellen Chrismer & Jim Miller
• Frankie Christie
• Gretchen Christophel
• Allison Claire
• Stephanie Clar
• David & Maxine Clark
• Jared Clark
• Jill & David Clark
• Mary Claus
• Christl Clinton
• Laurie Clothier
• Linda Cochran
• Jim & Debbie Coffin
• Beth Coffman
• Kelly Cohen
• Sam Cohen-Suelter
• Carye Colangelo
• Frances Coletti
• Bev Collard in Memory of  

Pat and Bob Crosbie
• Shalimar Commons

• Dean Conrad
• Shana Cook
• Teri Cooney
• Betty Cooper
• Kevin Cornish in Memory of  

Mark McDonell
• Gisele & Cliff Corrie
• David & Judy Covin
• Rachael & Sam Cowan
• Marla Crane
• Matt Crooks
• Daniel & Heidi Crosbie
• Lindsley Cross
• Lorraine Cruz in Memory of  

Mark McDonell
• Tom Currier
• Buck Cutting
• Gayle & Daniel Dameron
• Hue Dang
• Gina Darin
• Chris Dariotis
• Gretchen Dariotis
• Michael Darnell
• Sue Darst
• Dwight & Carole Davenport
• General Davie
• Bill & Laurie Davis
• William Davis
• Mary & Douglas Davy
• Erik De Kok
• Bob Deal
• Debra DeBondt
• Kierstan & Jubal DeLong
• Darien DeLu
• Jackie DeLu & Michael Covey
• Julie Deprada-Schott
• Anthony DeRiggi
• Supervisor Richard Desmond
• Tess Deterding
• Melodye DeVries
• Claire Diepenbrock in Memory of 

Anthony Diepenbrock
• Ellen Dillinger & Richard Wood
• Darryl DiSano
• Lisa Dobak
• Jean Dodd
• Dora Dodson
• Todd & Ute Doersch
• Ann Doersch & Stephanie Monzon
• Carol Doggett
• Elizabeth Dolezal &  

Stephen Mayberg
• Shardool Doongursee
• Pat & William Dorman
• Lily Douglas
• Krystin & David Dozier
• Linda Drawbert
• Hunt Drouin
• Melanie DuBoce & James Nguyen
• Yvonne Dufault
• Jennifer  Dunmire
• Andrea Dunning

• Cindy Dunning & Chris Jakle
• Virginia Dunstan
• Jeannette Eagan
• Karen Eggen
• William and Nancy Ehorn in 

Memory of Karol Trachtenberg
• Mary Elliott-Klemm
• Susan Ellis
• Pamela Elmets in Memory of 

Anthony Diepenbrock
• Pamela Elmore
• Gina Engman
• James & Kim Eowan
• Gwen Equi
• E.D. Eskridge & L.B. Van Beers
• Heidi Espindola
• Diana & Tim Essert
• Andrew Estridge
• Julie & Carlo Ettare
• Nathan Evenson
• Christina & Michael Evey
• Nathan Fairman &  

Katherine Elliot
• Marion Falgren
• Christine Ferrara
• Adam Fetterman
• Peter & Christine Fickenscher
• Gin Fierro
• Adele Fife
• Carolyn Fisher
• Marilee Flannery
• Tova Fleming
• MaryLouise Flint
• Foroulis Private Foundation
• Don Forrester
• Donita & George Foxworth
• Rebecca Frederickson
• Patty French
• Ken Friedman
• Marcy Friedman
• Elizabeth Friend
• Larry Fritz
• Terri Fuentes
• Michelle Fullner
• Roberta  Gabel
• Joseph Gallegos
• Carrie Marvin Gallo
• Whitney Gamble
• Marianne Gannon
• Cynthia Garcia
• Barbara Gardner
• Sarah Gardner-Kerss
• Lesli Garland
• Maureen Geiger
• Fatih Gencer
• Michael & Barbara Genovese
• Maurice & Bud Getty
• Randy Getz & Pat Mahony
• Jennifer Gille
• Pauline Gilmour in Honor of 

James & Jack Gilmour
• Carole & Steve Girard
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• Hilary Glenn in Memory of  
Sharon Roseme

• Ted & Mary Glum
• Tom Gohring & Kate Williams
• Susan Goodrich
• Susan Goodwin
• Cheryl Gori
• Richard Gould
• Gary Gravier
• Cheryle Gray
• Emily Gray
• Kathryn & Lewis Gray
• Judi & Stephen Green
• Rosa Greenhalgh
• Jennifer Griffin
• Kathryn Griffin
• Stacy & Paul Grow
• Jeff & Debbie Gualco
• Aditya Gune
• Susan-Marie Hagen
• Dona Hall
• Chuck Halnan
• M.J. Hamilton & David Reed
• Peter Hansel & Debbie Vorous
• Gary & Mildred Hanson
• Richard Hanson
• Susan Harbison
• Jim Hargrove
• Libby Harmor
• Ed Harper & Susan Scott
• Heather Harris
• Jill Harris
• Glenn Harris & Anne Katten
• Linda Hatch
• Ted & Debbie Haupert
• Dale Hawkins
• Lou & Dana Heinrich
• Sandra Hemsworth
• Therese Henning
• Elizabeth Henry
• Julian Herszage
• Bruce Hester
• Hallie Hester-Dahl
• Beatrice Hildebrand
• Elaine & Michael Hill
• Norman Hill
• Louise Hirsch
• Sheila Hirsch in Memory of  

Karol Trachtenberg
• Kim Hofer
• Teri Hofstetter
• Jesse & Megan Holdaway
• Chris & Sandra Holm
• Glen Holstein & Susan Toruson
• John Holzhauser
• Dan Howard
• Gwenna Howard
• Rich & Mary Howard
• Julia Huang
• Marina Huettlinger
• Elaine Hujambojoie
• Claudia Hulbe
• Daniel Hunt
• Michael Hunt

• Jeff Hunting
• Gregg Hutchison & Beverly Lewis
• Dien Huynh
• Roland Hyatt
• Marti Ikehara
• Marc & Karen Irish
• Kristina Ishihara
• Marlene Ishihara
• Cathy Ishikawa
• Johnny Javaniford
• Mary Jennings
• Christopher Jensen
• Alice Jobe
• Diane Jodar
• Deidre Johnson
• Dennis Johnson
• Hollyn Johnson
• Joey Johnson
• Johnson Controls
• Erin Jones
• Jan Jones
• Pat & Rich Jones
• Roger Jones
• Roxalie Jones
• Jennifer Jordan
• Wes Jordan
• Nancy & James Joye
• Teresa Kahl
• Robert Kahrs
• Ann Kanter
• Virginia & Eli Kaser
• Corey Kashiwagi
• Dylan Kavanaugh
• Carol Kavooras
• Kathy Kayner
• Ryland & Devon Keeler
• Herbert & Elizabeth Kelly
• Patricia Kelly & Cary Rudman
• Cary Kelly in Honor of Robin
• Ann Kempees
• Jonathan Kendrick
• Peggy & Bruce Kennedy
• Jeanie Kerins
• Michelle Kerr
• Saskia Kim
• Paul Kinsella
•  Kiwanis Club of Carmichael
• Sheila Kleats Adams
• Larry & Donna Klink
• Gregory Knox
• Michael & Debbie Koerner
• Ross Kolesnikov
• Ralph & Penny Koo
• John Koppes
• Suzanne Krale
• Robin Kren & Mark Hoag
• Kate Kriner
• Heather Kucala
• Dianne Kurtz
• Michael Kwong
• Diana La Point
• Greta Lacin
• Sandi Lane
• Jeri & Laurie Langham
• Jennifer Larson

• Karon Larson
• Linda Lasswell
• Richard & Carol Laursen
• Janet Lavenda
• Karla LaZier
• Quynh Le
• Jeff Leacox
• Judy Leatherman
• Margaret Leavitt & Alan Lilly 
• Hellen Lee
• Margaret Lee-Johnson
• Rita & David Lehman
• Carolyn Lewis
• Christina Lewis
• John Lewis &  

Debbie Press Lewis
• Barbara & Chris Lezon
• Jeffrey Lieb
• Jason Lindo
• Marsha Littrell
• Sandra Lockwood
• Melanie Loo
• Wilhelmina Loree
• Susan Lorimer & Robert Bruns
• Thomas Louis
• Michele Lozano
• Teresa Lyday-Selby
• David & Julie Lydick
• Ariane Lyons
• Robert Lyons
• Katie Mack
• Kathleen Macko
• Donna Madeira
• Helen Magnuson
• Christina Maradik-Symkowick
• Jean Marcy & Jim Uber
• Helene Margolis
• John Marinko
• Jane Markwart
• Richard & Sandra Marsh
• Linda Martin
• Joan & David Matsler
• Andrea Matsuoka
• Rosemary Mayfield
• Michelle & Greg Maynard
• Chris & Keith McCann
• Kevin & Jennifer Mccarl
• Stewart & Jeanie McCartney
• Scott McCaslin
• James & Susan McClatchy  

Fund of the Sacramento Region 
Community Foundation 

• Bob McCleary
• Sue McCullough-Sanden
• Carrie McDade
• Scott McDonell in Memory  

of Mark McDonell
• Rachael McKinney
• Linda Mcllvoy
• Gina McManaman
• James McMurtry
• Patricia McVicar
• Robert & Anne Meagher
• Dan & Christi Meier
• Linda Melching

• Liliana Mendoza
• Mercey Springs
• Beryl Michaels & John Bach
• Sonja Micocci
• Joyce & Tony Mihanovich
• Shireen Miles
• Christine Miller
• Mary Miller
• Aine Mines in Memory of  

My Parents
• Lori Miyasato
• Roxanne Moger
• Michelle Monteforte
• Brian Moore
• Sam & May Morishima
• Deborah & Bob Moskovitz
• Janet & Gaylord Moulds
• Emily Moulton
• Jeanne Munoz
• LK "Smokey" Murphy
• Robin Murphy
• Polly Murphy Jones
• Judy Murray & Barry Eldridge
• Prasad Muthuswamy
• Suzanna Naramore
• Melecia Navarro
• Sandy Navarro
• Unzila & Albert Nayeri
• Jim & Mary Neilsen
• Suzanne Nelson
• Mark Nemmers
• Mark Neuburger &  

Arianna Smith
• Cody Newport
• Caryn Ng
• Jina Noh
• Robert & Rebecca Norris
• Gregg Nulton
• Rebekah Nyberg in Honor of  

Teresa Lyday-Selby's Birthday
• Kevin O`Brien
• Vicki Oberg Fund of the  

Sacramento Region  
Community Foundation

• Mallory O'Connor
• Nancy O'Neill
• Nancy Oprsal
• Joseph Orr
• Andrea Owens
• Jennifer Ozeir
• Lori Ann Pardau
• Diana Parker in Memory of  

Jo Glasson Smith
• Pammy Paulson
• Gerald & Barbara Pauly
• PayPal Giving Fund
• Becky & Tom Pearson
• Jill & Michael Pease
• Kate Pecsok Ewert
• Jacqueline Perez in Memory of 

Mark McDonell
• Susan Peters
• Tracey Peterson
• Erin Peth
• Ivo & Anka Petricevic
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• Oscar & Sylvia Phelan
• Lisa Phenix
• Gail Philippart
• Kathy & Jim Phillips
• Salvador Tom Pimienta
• Tina Pineiro in Honor of Josh and 

Jamie Hicks Wedding
• Jessica Plaut
• Alejandra & Adam Plocher
• Norbert & Iris Pobanz
• Carol & Frank Poelman
• Ben Poh & Yoon Chi
• Aaron Potnick & Jaclyn Pasko
• Jeannine Powell
• Anh Powers
• Michael Pruss
• Elizabeth Ragle
• Raley's Family of Stores
• Gabrielle Rasi & Kevin Tanner 
• Shikha Rathi
• Colene Rauh
• Ellen Reller
• Ruth Rezos & Ken Nahigian
• Janet Rezos & Stephen Woodward
• Julianna Rice
• Naomi & John Rice
• Ashley Richardson
• Shelley Richardson
• Lindy Richardson in Memory of  

Pat and Bob Crosbie
• Kimberly Rider
• Felice Risling
• Laura & Jason Rizzi
• Shani Roark
• Dan Roberts
• Katherine Roberts
• Mary Ann Robinson
• Valorie Rodriguez
• Randy & Cheryl Roesser
• Rogaski Family
• Cindy & Tom Rogers
• Jason & Amy Rogers
• Margaret & John Rogers
• Jack Rohlfs
• Christine Root
• George & Jean Rosenfeld
• Dorothy Rothrock
• Amy & Mike Rowan
• Cheryl Rowe
• Sharon & Robert Ruffner
• Stephanie Russum
• Kathleen Sabatini

• Donna Sadler in Memory of  
Pat and Bob Crosbie

• Essie Saldana
• Ted Samson
• Heidi Sanborn
• Laura Santos
• Alison & Rob Sawyer
• Susan Sawyer
• Charlotte Saylors
• Samuel & Mary Ellen Scarlett
• Ellen Schaefer
• Renee Schaffer
• William Schmidt
• Gwenda Schoen
• Joseph Schofield
• Lauri Schwein
• Andrea Segal
• Alberta Serrano
• Katharine Severson
• Lyvonne Sewell
• Diane Shakal
• Linda Shannon
• Gayle & Douglas Sheeks
• Elizabeth Shields
• Sally Showler
• Cheri Lee Simmons
• Hannah Simmons
• Patricia Simms
• Laura Simons
• Kip & Illa Skidmore
• Susan Skinner
• Courtney Sledge
• Beth Smith
• Bonnie Smith
• Dorothy Smith
• Felix & Elizabeth Smith
• Jennifer Smith
• Patricia Smith
• Steve & Janet Smith
• Edward Smith &  

Mary Lou Fairweather
• Cindra Smith & Walt Packard
• Dennis Smith in Memory of  

Mark McDonell
• Lauren Snead & Katy Jayne
• Susan Solarz
• Joseph Soots
• William & Anne Spaller
• Julie Spezia
• Don Spiegel & Marilyn Barrett
• Andrea & Aaron Sproul
• Alyssa St. John

• Irene Stadt in Memory of  
Mark McDonell

• Rebecca Starr & Sergio Miramontes
• Jane Steele
• Barbara Steinberg in Memory of 

Karol Trachtenberg
• Martin Steiner
• Morna Stephens
• Bruce & Debra Steubing
• Holly & Mike Stiles
• Sarah Stoltz & Gregory Herrera
• Marsha Strode
• Christine Suarez-Murias
• Brenda Surry in Memory of  

Mark McDonell
• Robert Sydnor
• Sarah Sylva
• Patricia Symkowick
• Norma Tabatabai
• David Tamayo
• Karen Tarp & Eric Ross in Memory  

of Dr. Fred Tarp
• Greg Tavano
• Paul Tebbel
• Jaclyn & Jon Teofilo
• Ned Thimmayya
• Jacqueline Thurn Taber
• Terry Tice
• Pat Tingle
• Frank Tofanelli
• Alice Tomkins
• John Toney
• Nancy & Chris Tooker
• David Torie
• Kendra Torvestad
• Gwyneth Tracy
• Andrew Tran
• Victoria Troiano
• Warren & Mary Truitt
• Heidi Truitt in Honor of  

Curtis Albin
• Marjorie Tuckerman
• Rosaline Van Auker &  

Ken Endelman
• Talitha Van der Meulen
• Clare Van Holm
• Jillian Van Ness &  

Adam Krusi-Thom 
• Samuel VanderWoodsen
• Lisa & Robert Velazquez
• Emily Via
• Janet Vogel

• Virginia Volk-Anderson &  
Clifford Anderson

• Elke Von Schlosser
• Dorothy & Patrick Wagner
• Jacqueline Wait
• Kathryn Walery
• Lynell Walker
• Tamara Wallach
• Ann & Jeremy Ward
• Colleen Ward
• Larry & Jamie Washington
• Lee Washington
• A. J. Watson
• Marjorie Watson
• Kathy Webb
• Betsy & Fred Weiland
• Christine Weinstein
• Laurie Weir & Jacek Lisiewicz
• Megan Welsh
• Julissa Westerman
• Frank & Helen Wheeler 
• John & Lori White
• Valerie Whitworth &  

Michael Barbour
• Theresa Wicktor
• Audrey Wiechman
• Ben Wieser in Honor of  

Mackenzie Wieser
• Barbara & Kenneth Wiesner
• Walter Wiley
• Betty Wilhelm
• Mary Wilkinson
• Liz Williamson
• Melanie Willmann
• Leslie Wilson
• Mary Jess Wilson
• Rachael Wilson
• Shiomi Wilson
• Diane Wolfe
• Marion Woods
• Lucinda Woodward
• Christina Woollgar
• Mackenzie Yamamura
• Lynne Yamane
• Bill Yeates
• Danielle Yeti
• Gao Yongxuan
• Diane Young
• Cheryl Young & Tom Sebo
• Stephanie & Robert Zanfardino
• Alicia Zender



Follow us on Facebook LIVE! and Instagram 
to keep up-to-date on the latest happenings 
at the Nature Center and in the Nature Study 
Area, discover fun facts about plants and 
animals.

Discover our region with activity and nature 
guides, children’s books, and more created 
and published by the American River Natural 
History Association—the non-profit organi-
zation that runs the Effie Yeaw Nature Center. 
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A quarterly digital magazine for members 
featuring articles about our regional natural 
world, events at the Nature Center, volunteer 
features and opportunities, and more! Take a 
look at The Acorn archive.  

SacNatureCenter.net

https://www.facebook.com/EffieYeawNatureCenter/
https://www.instagram.com/effieyeawnaturecenter/?hl=en
https://www.sacnaturecenter.net/arnha/shop-books/
https://www.sacnaturecenter.net/arnha/acorn-newsletter/
https://www.sacnaturecenter.net
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